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Weyl-like points from band inversions of spinpolarised surface states in NbGeSb
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Band inversions are key to stabilising a variety of novel electronic states in solids, from
topological surface states to the formation of symmetry-protected three-dimensional Dirac
and Weyl points and nodal-line semimetals. Here, we create a band inversion not of bulk
states, but rather between manifolds of surface states. We realise this by aliovalent substitution of Nb for Zr and Sb for S in the ZrSiS family of nonsymmorphic semimetals. Using
angle-resolved photoemission and density-functional theory, we show how two pairs of
surface states, known from ZrSiS, are driven to intersect each other near the Fermi level in
NbGeSb, and to develop pronounced spin splittings. We demonstrate how mirror symmetry
leads to protected crossing points in the resulting spin-orbital entangled surface band
structure, thereby stabilising surface state analogues of three-dimensional Weyl points. More
generally, our observations suggest new opportunities for engineering topologically and
symmetry-protected states via band inversions of surface states.
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Results
Spin-split surface states of NbGeSb. For this work, we
have synthesised single crystals of the hitherto little-studied
nonsymmorphic compound NbGeSb22,23 (see Methods section). NbGeSb is isostructural to ZrSiS. As shown in Fig. 1c, it
contains square nets of Ge atoms in the ab plane, with two Nb
layers and two Sb layers located between each pair of neighbouring Ge planes. The atomic positions within each pair of Nb
or Sb layers are related to each other via a combined mirror
reﬂection and translation by a fraction of the unit cell, making
the symmetry group of this structure nonsymmorphic. NbGeSb
shares the same total charge count as ZrSiS, and should
therefore retain charge compensation between electron-like and
hole-like carriers24. However, Sb has one less valence electron
than S, while Nb has one more than Zr. A pronounced change
in the relative positions and occupations of the underlying
electronic states can thus be expected as compared to ZrSiS.
The SS surface state, which forms a small electron pocket
around X in ZrSiS7–9, should become more electron-doped in
NbGeSb, thus being pushed down in energy. Moreover, SS0 ,
which is located more than 1.5 eV below the Fermi level at the X
point in ZrSiS7–9, would be expected to become hole-doped,
thus being raised up to intersect the Fermi level in the vicinity
of X.
Fig. 1 illustrates how the above expectation is borne out in
reality. Comparison of our angle-resolved photoemission
(ARPES) measurements (Fig. 1a) with density-functional theory
(DFT) supercell calculations (Fig. 1b) allows us to identify both
the SS and SS0 manifolds of surface states in NbGeSb. Both are
clearly resolved where they disperse through large kz -projected
band gaps in the surface Brillouin zone (see also Supplementary
Fig. 1). As compared to ZrSiS, the two manifolds of surface states
have been strongly shifted towards each other, in fact to such an

he routes by which different underlying symmetries can
lead to a variety of topologically protected electronic states
in solids have garnered great attention in the past years1–5.
6
ZrSiS , for example, has recently been established as a bulk Dirac
nodal line system7–16, with multiple lines of Dirac points protected by its nonsymmorphic and mirror crystalline
symmetries4,7,17–19. When its nonsymmorphic symmetry is broken at the crystal surface, new sets of electronic states are created,
split off from the bulk manifold8. One such surface state, SS, of
dominantly Zr character, intersects the Fermi level (EF ), while
another, SS0 , of predominantly S character, is located at much
higher binding energies8,20. The existence of these surface states is
a result of very general symmetry considerations8, and so should
be expected to be ubiquitous across this materials class. It is still
possible to tune their properties, however. For example, isovalent
replacement of Zr by the heavier Hf atom leads to a similar set of
surface states, but with the Hf-derived state developing a moderate spin splitting as a result of its larger spin-orbit coupling9,21.
Here, we employ aliovalent substitution of Nb for Zr and Sb for
S in order to make a more dramatic modiﬁcation of the surface
state spectrum, ultimately realising a band inversion of the surface states. We demonstrate how the enhanced spin-orbit coupling leads to the development of pronounced Rashba-like spin
splittings and show, both experimentally and via ab initio calculations, how this leads to a rich crossing structure of the spinpolarised surface states. We ﬁnd how oppositely polarised states
hybridise where they cross, but exhibit a large and unusual
asymmetry in the scale of their hybridisation gaps, while protected, Weyl-like points are formed at the crossings of like-spin
bands. We show how this results from the coupled spin-angular
and orbital-angular momentum texture of these states, and
demonstrate a critical role of mirror symmetry in the
surface plane.
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Fig. 1 Spin-polarised surface electronic structure of NbGeSb. a ARPES dispersions along the high-symmetry lines of the surface-projected Brillouin zone
of NbGeSb. b Corresponding DFT slab calculation, with line colour and weight representing the wavefunction projection onto the surface Nb (blue)
and Sb (green) atoms. c Crystal structure of NbGeSb with its primary cleavage plane shown; the bulk and surface projected Brillouin zones are also shown.
d ARPES measurements in the vicinity of the X point. A clear splitting of each set of surface states is visible and spin-resolved energy (EDC) and
momentum (MDC) distribution curves (shown left/right and top) show this to be a spin splitting. The spin quantisation axis is normal to the highsymmetry line along which the measurement is performed.
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Fig. 2 Mirror-symmetry protected surface band crossings. a Symmetry elements of the p4mm layer group50, which applies to the surface projected
Brillouin zone and the surface unit cell of NbGeSb. The inset shows the relevant symmetries at the X point overlaid on the surface state Fermi surfaces
measured in the vicinity of this point. b The resulting spin textures of these Fermi surfaces are shown schematically by arrows. c High-resolution ARPES
measurements (left) and DFT calculations (right) in the vicinity of the surface state crossings along X  M. The four band crossings are numbered and spin
polarisation is again indicated by arrows. Inset is a close-up of crossing #3, showing a small hybridisation gap of ca. 1 meV. d ARPES dispersions measured
off the X  M line, along the cuts indicated in b, demonstrating the evolution of the crossing structure away from the Mx mirror line at the Brillouin
zone edge.

extent that they now cross through each other in the vicinity of
the Fermi level.
Our measurements and calculations indicate a clear splitting of
each surface state into two branches away from the highsymmetry (time-reversal invariant momentum) X and M points.
Spin-resolved energy (EDC) and momentum (MDC) distribution
curves (Fig. 1d) reveal a clear spin polarisation of these surface
states, where the measured spin projection reverses sign between
the upper and lower split-off branches of each surface state. We
attribute this surface state spin splitting to the Rashba effect25,
whereby spin degeneracy is lifted by spin-orbit coupling when
inversion symmetry is broken at the surface. The magnitude of
the induced spin splitting is large, reaching up to  225 meV for
the SS0 manifold close to the X point (Fig. 1d).
The corresponding surface state spin texture is also strongly
constrained by the high symmetry of the surface unit cell
(Fig. 2a). Its C 4 rotational symmetry, combined with timereversal symmetry, immediately precludes any out-of-plane spin
canting. Moreover, the Γ  X, X  M, and Γ  M directions are
all mirror lines. Along such lines, all non-degenerate states must
be eigenstates of the mirror operator, constraining the spin to lie
perpendicular to these mirror lines, fully consistent with our
experimental measurements (see also Supplementary Fig. 2).
Governed by these constraints, the resulting surface state Fermi
surface develops a highly structured spin texture, as shown
schematically in Fig. 2b.
Surface state band crossings. This Fermi surface is already a
product of the intertwining of the two sets of surface states: the
Fermi crossing along X  Γ is from the SS0 surface state, while
that along X  M is from the SS state (Fig. 1d). Indeed, in

contrast to ZrSiS where the surface state electron pocket smoothly
shrinks with increasing binding energy9, here a complex evolution of the constant energy contours is observed (Supplementary
Fig. 3), showing a succession of Lifshitz-like transitions as the
surface states pass through each other. Along the high-symmetry
X  M line, a quartet of band crossings is formed where the two
pairs of surface states disperse through each other (Fig. 2c). Two
are between bands which have the same spin polarisation as each
other (crossings #2 and #4 in Fig. 2c), and two are between bands
with opposite spin polarisation (crossings #1 and #3 in Fig. 2c).
Intriguingly, our measurements indicate that there is negligible
band hybridisation at three of the crossing points, while crossing
#1, between oppositely spin-polarised states, develops a pronounced hybridisation gap on the order of 50 meV. DFT calculations performed on a very dense k-grid (inset of Fig. 2c)
indicate that the crossing between opposite-spin states that
appears to be protected in the experiment (#3) in fact opens a
very small band gap. This is, however, on the order of only 1
meV, too small to be resolved experimentally here, and a factor of
ca. 50 times smaller than the gap opening at the nearby partner
crossing. In contrast, clearly resolvable hybridisation gaps open at
all four crossing points when off the high-symmetry line (Fig. 2d),
indicating a critical role of the mirror symmetry which is present
along the Brillouin zone boundary (Fig. 2a) in generating the
structure observed here.
The strongly asymmetric nature of the hybridisation structure
along the mirror line is highly unusual: for a conventional bulk
state where the orbital degree of freedom is quenched by the
crystal ﬁeld, there is no a priori reason to distinguish between the
(#x ; "x ) and ("x ; #x ) crossings, and comparable hybridisation
matrix elements would be expected at both. The presence of
inversion symmetry breaking at the surface, however, allows
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system for both spin and orbital angular momenta, as shown
schematically in Fig. 3(c). Along the mirror lines, only atomic
spin-orbit coupling of the L  S form can open a hybridisation gap
at the band crossings, as inter-orbital mixing between the states of
opposite mirror parity is otherwise strictly forbidden. The atomic
spin-orbit coupling is naturally represented in the x basis as
L  S ¼ Lx Sx þ 12 ðLþ S þ L Sþ Þ34, due to the pinning of both
spin and orbital angular momenta perpendicular to the
mirror line.
The “spin-ﬂip” terms (last two terms) connect states for which
the angular momentum change of the spin is opposite to that of
the orbital sector. This is the situation only for crossing #1 here,
which thus opens a clear hybridisation gap, as observed for the
real material (Fig. 2c). In contrast, at crossing #3, between
jLx ¼ 1; "x i and jLx ¼ 0; #x i states, the spin-ﬂip terms cannot act
because the angular momentum change of the spin is of the same
sign as that of the orbital sector. Moreover, the Lx Sx term cannot
act at any of the crossings because the states have different Lx
projection at all of these. Within our minimal model, crossing #3
is therefore protected. In reality, the admixture of Lx ¼ ± 2 into
SS removes this strict protection by allowing a contribution from
the spin-ﬂip terms. The resulting hybridisation gap will, however,
naturally be much smaller than at crossing #1, explaining the
highly asymmetric nature of the hybridisation gap structure
observed for NbGeSb. In the tight-binding example shown in
Fig. 3a, the gap at crossing #3 is 14 times smaller than that at
crossing #1, while an even larger ratio is found for the real
material (Fig. 2c), indicating that deviations from the effective
two-level system employed in Fig. 3c are small in reality.
At the like-spin crossings, #2 and #4, the spin-ﬂip terms of the
atomic spin-orbit coupling cannot act because the spin projection
in each band is the same, while the Lx Sx term again cannot act
because the states have different Lx projection. This remains true
even including deviations from pure OAM eigenstates, because
the spin is still polarised along x for states along the mirror line,
and the orbital angular momentum states of the two bands belong
to strictly orthogonal manifolds. These crossings are thus strictly
protected by the deﬁned mirror parity of the bands.

additional orbital hybridisations which can drive the development
of unquenched orbital angular momentum26–30.
Along the mirror line, the surface eigenstates must have deﬁnite
mirror parity17,31. This is evident in our DFT slab calculations
shown with the wavefunction weight projected onto atomic orbital
basis states of the surface layer atoms (Supplementary Fig. 4).
Along X  M, the SS band consists only of orbitals that are even
under M x , which form the basis for the orbitally unquenched
states with Lx ¼ f2; 0; þ2g. In contrast, the SS0 band is
composed only of orbitals which are odd under M x , forming the
basis for Lx ¼ f1; þ1g. The OAM states of the two bands thus
belong to orthogonal manifolds. Further insight into the OAM
structure can be gained from the magnitude of the spin splitting.
In particular, the maximum size of the observed spin splittings
here ( 90 meV for SS and  225 meV for SS0 , Fig. 2c) are
comparable to the average of the atomic spin-orbit coupling of Nb
4d and Sb 5p orbitals32,33 weighted by their relative contribution
to the band. This points to the energy scale associated with
inversion symmetry breaking being greater than the atomic spinorbit coupling strength30. As such, a pronounced OAM can be
expected here, with approximately the same expectation value for
each of the spin-split branches of a given surface state28–30.
Orbital angular momentum. To explore this further, we construct a simple tight-binding model based on a symmetry analysis
of the allowed inter-orbital hopping terms for the NbGeSb surface
structure (see Methods section). The full band dispersions from
this model are shown in Supplementary Fig. 5, while we focus
here on the X  M direction (Fig. 3a) for which a similar structure of two protected and two asymmetrically gapped crossings
arises to that observed experimentally for NbGeSb. Fig. 3b shows
the resulting OAM which develops for these surface bands. Just as
for the spin angular momenta, mirror symmetry constrains the
OAM to point perpendicular to the mirror line; along the M x
mirror line shown here, only the perpendicular OAM component,
Lx , can therefore develop. In line with the above considerations
based on the magnitude of the spin splitting observed experimentally, both spin-split branches of the SS0 surface state develop
a similar OAM, which we ﬁnd is very close to a pure Lx ¼ 1 state
(Fig. 3b). Both branches of the SS surface state are close to Lx ¼ 0,
although the small, but non-zero, expectation value of the OAM
indicates that this band additionally hosts some admixture of
Lx ¼ ± 2.
As a good starting approximation, we neglect the small
admixture of Lx ¼ ± 2 and consider the SS and SS0 bands to be
purely in neighbouring levels of the underlying OAM manifold
(i.e., Lx ¼ 0 and Lx ¼ 1, respectively). The resulting minimal
model of the four surface band crossings is that of a two-level
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Fig. 4 Weyl-like points in the surface band structure of NbGeSb. a Band dispersions around the like-spin protected crossing (#4 from Fig. 3c) as calculated
from our tight-binding model. Orbital (top) and spin (bottom) angular momenta extracted around the indicated contour are shown as insets; the arrows
represent the direction of the angular momenta. The OAM shows a characteristic winding around the contour with winding number 1, unlike for the spin
which exhibits only slight canting around the contour. b Equivalent calculations around the weakly gapped crossing (#3 in Fig. 3c). Now both the orbital
(top inset) and spin (bottom inset) angular momenta exhibit winding around the indicated contour, with winding numbers 1 and þ1, respectively, but the
majority of the winding is restricted in close proximity to the mirror line, as can be seen in the magniﬁed insets.

hybridisation terms to zero: in two dimensions, a perturbation of
σ z type would thus generically be expected to open a band gap in
the quasiparticle spectrum. Here, the mirror symmetry at the
Brillouin zone edge provides a key additional symmetry constraint, preventing such hybridisations and allowing the realisation of Weyl-like points from band inversions of two-dimensional
surface states. This is reminiscent of the situation in black
phosphorus, where surface doping with alkali metals was recently
shown to modify the bulk band structure so as to drive a band
inversion in the near-surface region, with Dirac states stabilised
by glide-mirror symmetry36. Here, however, rather than arising
via surface modiﬁcation of the bulk states, it is the inherent
surface states of the material which themselves exhibit an intrinsic
band inversion. Moreover, a strong spin-orbit coupling means
that the band crossings occur between spin-polarised states, as
identiﬁed above, leading to the generation of Weyl-like rather
than Dirac-like states.
At the protected crossings, the two bands which intersect have
the same spin polarisation as each other, but different orbital
angular momentum parity. In contrast to a conventional Weyl
cone, the spin texture here thus exhibits no winding, but rather
only a weak canting around the cone (Fig. 4a–bottom right).
Instead, it is the orbital angular momentum that winds, in order
to interpolate between the two opposite parities as one goes round
a small loop in k-space around the crossing point (Fig. 4a–top
right). The chiral pseudospin of the analogue Weyl cones which
form is therefore derived from their OAM, with the effective lowenergy Hamiltonian given by a 2 × 2 matrix of the Weyl form:
H eff ¼ v ξ z ðτ x py þ τ y px Þ (see Methods section), where p is the
in-plane momentum measured relative to the crossing point, v is
a velocity, τ is an orbital pseudospin, and ξ z is a pseudospin-1/2
variable describing which zone face the crossing is on. We thus
denote these crossings as Weyl-like5. At the weakly gapped
crossing #3, the two bands have opposite spin polarisation, as well
as different orbital angular momentum parity. Both the spin and
the orbital angular momentum therefore exhibit winding (Fig. 4
(b)), leading to an arguably even richer entanglement of the spin
and orbital degrees of freedom. This winding would be present
even if the gap induced by the L  S spin-orbit term were to close.
We note that, because both the SS and SS0 bands are split by the
same Rashba part of the spin-orbit coupling, removal of spinorbit coupling causes all four crossings—the two Weyl-like ones
and the two asymmetrically gapped ones—to merge at the same
point in reciprocal space.

Discussion
The above ﬁndings illustrate how surface states, as well as bulk
states, can provide a rich environment for realising, and indeed
extending, the rich variety of electronic structures that can be
generated from band inversions in solids, opening new opportunities to proﬁt from the different symmetries and environment
of the surface itself. Further theoretical work is needed to ascertain whether the Weyl cone analogues observed here would in
principle support long-lived one dimensional edge states. More
generally, it may be possible to stabilise such edge states as the
boundary modes of parity-inverted surface state band gaps, even
if the bulk of the material is itself topologically trivial. This would
provide an interesting alternative to hinge-state systems37–39,
where 1D edge modes are also created, but as a result of a higherdimensional bulk topological invariant.
For NbGeSb studied here, the simultaneous presence of bulk
states crossing the Fermi level close to the Brillouin zone centre
would complicate the observation of signatures of the surface
Weyl-like cones or corresponding edge states in, for example,
transport measurements. Nonetheless, the observations from
surface-sensitive spectroscopy here motivate the future search for
new materials where the protected surface state crossings are
tuned into a projected gap of the bulk electronic spectrum, and
thus become accessible to transport. In this regard, we note that
surface state energies can often be more readily manipulated than
those of corresponding bulk states, for example via surface
adsorption or even electrical gating of interface states, providing
greater opportunities for manipulating the underlying surface
electronic structure than are present for bulk states. The concept
of surface band inversions outlined here may therefore present a
highly tunable platform for inducing and manipulating topological and symmetry-protected surface electronic states of
materials.
Methods
Sample synthesis. High-quality NbGeSb single crystals (space group P4/nmm, no.
1296,22) were grown via chemical vapour transport using iodine as the transport
agent40. Elemental Nb (Alfa Aesar 99.99%), Ge (Alfa Aesar 99.999%) and Sb (Alfa
Aesar 99.99%) were combined stoichiometrically in the molar ratio 1:1:1 under an
argon atmosphere and ground into a ﬁne powder. Dry lumped iodine in the
concentration 10 mg/cm3 was then added to the powder and both were sealed in a
20 cm quartz tube under vacuum. The quartz tube was then kept in a two-zone
gradient furnace for 336 h with the hot end at 850 °C and the cooler end at 750 °C.
After cooling to room temperature, shiny rod-like crystals were obtained at the
cooler end and single crystal x-ray diffraction conﬁrmed growth of NbGeSb.
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Angle-resolved photoemission. The samples were cleaved in situ at the measurement temperature of  10  20 K. Spin-integrated angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) measurements were performed at the CASSIOPEE beamline of
Soleil synchrotron, France, while spin-resolved ARPES measurements were performed utilising very low-energy electron diffraction (VLEED)-based spin polarimeters41 at the BL-9B beamline of Hiroshima Synchrotron Radiation Center
(HiSOR), Japan42, and at the APE beamline of Elettra synchrotron, Italy43. The
Sherman functions were calibrated for the utilised targets via reference measurements of the surface states of Bi(111) and Au(111) for BL-9B and APE, respectively, and the data shown in Fig. 1d and Supplementary Fig. 1 has been normalised
to account for this ﬁnite Sherman function. The dispersions shown in Fig. 1a and
Supplementary Fig. 2 were measured using hν ¼ 65eV circularly polarised light;
the data is shown as the sum of measurements performed using circular-left and
circular-right polarised light. All other photoemission data, both spin-integrated
and spin-resolved, was measured using hν ¼ 18 eV linearly p-polarised light,
except for the slices shown in Fig. 2d and Supplementary Fig. 3 which are presented
as the sum of measurements performed using p-polarised and s-polarised light in
order to aid visibility of all of the band features.
Density-functional theory. Electronic band structures were calculated using
density functional theory (DFT). Plane-wave based periodic calculations were
performed using the VASP programme44. Core-electrons were treated using the
projector-augmented wave method45, with the exception of Nb 4s, 4p, and Ge 3d
states which were treated as valence electrons. Calculations used the PBE functional46 with the inclusion of spin-orbit coupling47. All calculations used a planewave cutoff energy of 500 eV.
The cell parameters and atomic positions of bulk NbGeSb were optimised
starting from the experimentally reported crystal structure and using a grid of
20 ×20 × 9 k-points until all forces fell below 0.001 eV/Å. A ﬁve unit cell thick slab
of NbGeSb was then created by repeating the relaxed bulk structure seven times in
the c direction and removing two unit cells such that the slab was symmetrically
terminated by layers of Sb atoms. All atomic coordinates were subsequently
optimised within a ﬁxed periodic cell, using a 20 ×20 × 1 k-point grid, until all
forces were reduced to below 0.001 eV/Å. This generated a slab of NbGeSb with a
vacuum region of 18.36 Å separating the Sb surface layers in periodic images.
Subsequent calculations of the electronic structure at speciﬁc k-points were
performed non-self-consistently using the electron density generated using the full
20 ×20 × 1 k-point grid.
Tight-binding calculations. To explore the physics of the surface band structure of
NbGeSb in a controllable setting, we created a tight-binding model for the electrons
in the ﬁve d-orbitals of the surface Nb atoms. Including symmetry-allowed mixings
of the Sb orbitals would not inﬂuence any of the essential understanding here, and
so we neglect them for simplicity. The resulting tight-binding model thus has ten
basis states per Nb atom: the orbitals d 3z2 r2 , d x2 y2 , d yz , d xy , and d xz with spinprojection up, and the same orbitals with spin-projection down.
We build the Hamiltonian for this model in three stages,
H ¼ H 0 þ H R þ H SO :
●

ð1Þ

B
B
B
H0 ¼ B
B
B
@
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Low-energy effective Hamiltonian. It is clear from Fig. 4 that the orbital angular
momentum in the bands has non-trivial winding around the protected crossing,
just as the spin does in a conventional Weyl point. Since there are two bands
involved, each with an orbital angular momentum that varies only slowly in the
vicinity of the protected crossing, we may represent the orbital angular momentum
using a pseudospin-1/2 variable τ which has the same transformation properties
under the spatial symmetries and time-reversal as the physical orbital angular
momentum L. The corresponding low-energy effective Hamiltonian, valid in the
vicinity of the Weyl-like points, is


H eff ¼ v ξ z τ x py þ τ y px :
ð3Þ
Here p is the in-plane momentum measured relative to the crossing point, v is a
velocity, and ξ z is a pseudospin-1/2 variable describing which zone face the
crossing is on: ξ z ¼ 1 for the face at kx a ¼ π and ξ z ¼ þ1 for the face at ky a ¼ π.
This effective Hamiltonian is invariant under the symmetries of the zone face:
●
●

●

Time reversal. Under time reversal, both τ and p change sign, while ξ does not,
leaving H eff unchanged.
Mirrors. Under the M x mirror operation, τ x and py are invariant, while τ y and
px change sign. Hence the term in parentheses is invariant overall; since ξ z is
also unchanged by M x , H eff is invariant under M x . The same argument with x
and y interchanged demonstrates the invariance of H eff under M y .
C4 rotation. C4 rotation makes the following changes:
px ! py ;
τx ! τy ;

py ! px ;

τ y ! τ x ;

ξ z ! ξ z :

ð4Þ

Therefore the term in parentheses changes sign, but so does ξ z , meaning that
H eff is invariant overall.
The low-energy effective Hamiltonian in Eq. (3) is written in the ‘natural’ basis,
i.e., one where the orbital pseudospin τ is aligned with the actual orbital angular
momentum L. This makes Eq. (3) look different from the conventional τ  p form
of the Weyl Hamiltonian. However, under rotation of the pseudospin vector
ðτ x ; τ y Þ ! ðτ y ; τ x Þ followed by mirror reﬂection in the xz plane
ðτ x ; τ y Þ ! ðτ x ; τ y Þ, the low-energy effective Hamiltonian becomes






H eff ¼ v ξ z τ x py þ τ y px
! v ξ z τ y py  τ x px
! v ξ z τ y py þ τ x px ;

Δ1 þ t 1 cþ
t 2 c
t 3 sy
t 4 sxy
t 3 sx

t 2 c
Δ2 þ t 5 cþ
t 6 sy
0
t 6 sx

t 3 sy
t 6 sy
Δ3 þ t 7 cþ þ t 8 c
t 9 sx
t 10 sxy

t 4 sxy
0
t 9 sx
Δ4 þ t 11 cþ
t 9 sy

which is of the usual Weyl form5. Since neither of these operations changes the
magnitude of the winding number, these low-energy effective Hamiltonians are
equivalent from the topological point of view.
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t 3 sx
C
t 6 sx
C
C
C;
t 10 sxy
C
C
t 9 sy
A
Δ3 þ t 7 cþ  t 8 c

ð2Þ

●

The band structure of the resulting model is shown in Supplementary Fig. 5.
Near zero energy on the X  M line it shows a crossing structure similar to that of
NbGeSb, as reproduced in Fig. 3a, b of the main text. Notice, in particular, that
without ﬁne-tuning of the parameters of the tight-binding model we naturally
obtain a very large asymmetry (a factor of around 14) between the size of the small
and large gaps arising from the effect of H SO at the unprotected crossings.

ð5Þ
First, we consider the spin-independent tight-binding hopping processes
between nearby Nb atoms, H 0 . We use only relatively near-neighbour form
factors: cþ  cos kx þ cos ky ; c  cos kx  cos ky ; sx  i sin kx ; sy  i sin ky ;
and sxy  sin kx sin ky . The allowed form factors are constrained by the
symmetries of the model: C 4 rotational symmetry, the mirror symmetries M x
and M y , and time-reversal symmetry. The M z mirror is not enforced,
reﬂecting the fact that inversion symmetry is broken along z by the presence of
the surface potential. Because the C 4 rotational symmetry mixes the d xz and
d yz orbitals, it constrains certain elements of H 0 to have the same hopping
integral as each other. We choose the remaining hopping integrals arbitrarily.
The resulting Hamiltonian is
0

●

divide that term into an intra-unit-cell component H SO (which is taken to be
independent of the crystal momentum k) and an inter-unit-cell component
H R 48. This allows us to investigate the inﬂuence of orbital mixing generically
allowed by the L  S term on the crossings generated by the Rashba term.

and the parameters we have utilised are Δ1 ¼ Δ2 ¼ 1, Δ3 ¼ Δ4 ¼ 0,
t 1 ¼ 0:5, t 2 ¼ 0:75, t 3 ¼ t 4 ¼ t 5 ¼ t 6 ¼ 1, t 7 ¼ 0:75, t 8 ¼ 0:25, t 9 ¼ 1,
t 10 ¼ 0:3, and t 11 ¼ 0:5.
Second, we add Rashba spin-orbit coupling of the form H R ¼ αR ^z  ðS ´ k Þ
with αR ¼ 0:2. This splits each band of H 0 into a pair of bands with opposite
spin orientations, though the axis along which the spins are oriented is
different in different points of the surface Brillouin zone.
Third, we add intra-unit-cell spin-orbit coupling of the form H SO ¼ αSO L  S
with αSO ¼ 0:02. While in reality both H R and H SO originate from the same
microscopic spin-orbit term in the real-space Hamiltonian, it is convenient to
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